BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
Last Updated: July 2017
Companies can offer employees a comprehensive range of benefits. In the war for talent sometimes
employee benefits can help an employee to make their mind up in regards to an employment offer.
This factsheet details the various benefits and incentive schemes currently in operation within many
companies that the team at The HR Suite deal with.
Many companies now focus on an integrated reward package in addition to compensation to ensure
the Company is the most popular for job seekers. More companies are going to great lengths to recruit
talented employees and keep them from jumping ship to competitors.
An increasingly important part of the equation is benefits. Companies are providing employees with
everything from gourmet meals to free alcohol, onsite massages to dry cleaning services.
For example Diageo in Ireland has a mix of benefits to make up their offering to employees. Employees
are part of a profit-sharing and bonus scheme, and also get a free product allowance and free parking.
The drinks company pays for home broadband internet service for many of its employees, enabling
them to work from home and offers its employees flexible working hours. They might work part of the
day in the office, go collect the kids from school, and then work the rest of the day from home.
Employees at the company can also buy or sell their holidays if they want to take more or less time off
each year.
Employers who want to keep their employee benefits packages effective, competitive and costefficient are increasingly turning to technological solutions. With the help of vendors, they can mix
and match these solutions to meet their organizations’ unique employee benefits needs.

RESEARCH
Partnering with Qualtrics, Sigmar [Recruitment] surveyed 2,657 employees in Ireland on their
attitude towards benefits. The research indicates that the most significant benefits to employees
are: Private Health Insurance (84%), Pension (82%), Paid Sick Days (81%), Educational Support (79%)
and Flexi-Time (75%). With 75% of those surveyed rating flexible working hours as a significant
benefit only 31% are in receipt of this benefit.

PERSONAL & WORKRELATED DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE POLICY
An educational assistance programme is designed to encourage employees to pursue additional
qualifications relevant to their present position or future career in the company. This shows that the
Company encourages and supports on-going training and updating in a range of areas that are job
specific. It is advised that a policy be drafted where prior written approval by submitting an application
form to their Manager. If a course is considered to be directly relevant to the employee’s work, the
Company can arrange financial assistance to cover the cost of tuition fees, examination fees and books
up to a maximum amount per year.
Common assistance is outlined below:
 The Company will pay 50% of the fees upfront with the balance payable once the individual
receives a distinction or minimum overall score of 85%.
 All fees paid are subject to the below policy in regards to termination of employment.
 If there are no formal examinations, the balance is paid when it is established that the
employee attended at least 90% of the course lectures/tutorials.
 All assistance is subject to provision of relevant receipt(s) and/or invoices.
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It is advised that Companies have clauses within policies to ensure that the amounts of assistance
paid is reimbursed back to the Company on the termination of employees.
To encourage continued education, Intel provides financial assistance (tuition reimbursement or
prepaid graduate tuition) for eligible employees who are completing job-related degree programs,
coursework, certificates, and foreign language training. If an employee wants to pursue further
education, Microsoft will pay for two-thirds the cost of their course, be it a diploma, certificate or even
a masters. There is also an on-site nail bar and dry cleaners.

PENSION
PENSION SCHEME & DISABILITY BENEFIT
Pensions and corresponding benefits are a significant cost to many companies but they are a benefit
that many employees look for in the war for talent.
The HR Suite does not provide information for Pensions and Disability Benefits however we do have
an insurance company that we refer to should you wish to contact them directly.
All employees should, via legislation, have access to a Personal Retirement Savings Account (PRSA) in
accordance with Section 121 of the Pensions Amendment Act 2002. Employees should be eligible to
avail of this option immediately on joining the company or at any time during their employment with
the company.
As a benefit many Companies offer qualifying employees the option of joining a defined contribution
occupational pension scheme and can avail of this option either after 6 months / 12 months or on
permanency, depending on the terms of their contract or the Company policy on the same.
Temporary employees can also be provided with access to a Personal Retirement Savings Account
(PRSA) in accordance with Section 121 of the Pensions Amendment Act 2002. It is advised that all
temporary employees would be eligible to avail of this option immediately on joining the company or
at any time during their employment with the company.
This scheme could include Disability Benefit cover which is a long-term income continuance benefit.
Both the pension and the disability benefit elements of the occupational pension scheme are subject
to certain terms, conditions and exceptions per insurance brokerage. Full details of the current terms
should be provided directly to the eligible employee from your broker after an employee becomes
eligible to join.

ADDITIONAL LEAVE BENEFITS
COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
There is no contractual or statutory entitlement to be paid for absences relating to compassionate
leave and any payment of salary during compassionate leave is normally made at the absolute
discretion of the Company.
Many Companies offer compassionate leave in the unfortunate event of the death of a family
member. This can show the personal and caring side of the business which many employees look for
in future employers. Immediate family members can comprise of the following; spouses, civil
partners, partners, parents, children, brothers and sisters. In normal circumstances Companies might
grant up to three days’ compassionate leave to be taken between the date of death and the date of
the funeral. Non-immediate family can consist of grandparents, uncles or aunts. For non-immediately
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family members the Company would normally grant a maximum of one day’s annual leave for staff
who wish to attend the funeral in these circumstances. Additional time off could be offered via the
company policy once authorised in advance with management. It is common practise that if the
funeral takes place on a non-working day or during annual leave, time off or payment will not be
granted.
STUDY LEAVE
The help facilitate employee training and development which in turn will be of benefit to your
organisation study leave is seen as a great benefit. The majority of companies, if inserting study leave
as a policy, will allow for a maximum of 2 days inclusive of study and exam per annum. Employees
wishing to avail of the leave must submit their request in advance to their direct manager/HR
department. Many employers place a minimum service requirement of 12 months to avail of this type of
leave. This allows for adequate time and resources to be spend on employees whom intend to stay with
the Company in the longer term. It is advised that the study leave is only granted for a course/exam
that is relevant to the role being completed in the Company.
ANNUAL LEAVE
The annual leave entitlement and holiday pay for each employee is set out in the contract of
employment in accordance with the Organisation of Working Time Act, 1997. Under the legislation,
the entitlement for full time employees is 20 days. Employees joining the company after the beginning
of the leave year are granted leave on a pro rata basis in their first leave year. As a benefit many
companies offer additional annual leave benefits.
For example KPMG offer employees up to 30 days of annual leave and have a flexible package in which
to add these days but no avail of other benefits.
Many companies offer annual leave increases in line with service for example:
The Company, as a gesture of goodwill offer employees 21 days of annual leave. As a gesture
of goodwill on behalf of the Company employees will receive a further 1 day of annual leave
after every 3 years’ service. For example after 3 years’ service you will have 22 days annual
leave on a yearly basis and after 6 years of service you will have 23 days annual leave on a
yearly basis. This is to a maximum of 4 additional days of annual leave i.e. 25 annual leave
days in total.
This shows that the company has taken reasonable account of the employee's need to reconcile work
and family responsibilities and the opportunity for rest and recreation available to the employee.
SICK LEAVE
Sick leave payment is not an entitlement under Irish legislation. However, many companies introduce
a sick pay scheme that is issued for certified absence only.
Payment of wages and salaries during absence through illness or injury should be strictly based on the
rules outlined in the Company policy as there is often for abuse of the sick leave policy.
The sick pay scheme should run from January 1st to December 31st every year. Below is an example
from an accountancy client and a solicitors firm who offer sick pay as a benefit.
Length of Service

Sick Pay
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Service up to 1 yr

Unpaid

Over 1 yr - 2 yrs

1 week full pay

Over 2 yrs - 10 yrs

2 weeks’ full pay

Over 10 years

4 weeks’ full pay

The following are some rules that may apply to the Scheme:







A doctor’s medical certificate is required for any absence due to illness or injury specifying the
nature of the illness from the 3rd day of absence.
If no certificate is produced prior to the taking of any leave over and above 2 days, sickness salary
in relation to any such leave will not be discharged.
Staff members are expected prior to the end of each and any day’s absence due to sickness to
personally phone the office and speak to the Office Manager to update the office of their status.
You must submit a Certificate weekly thereafter in respect of any continuing absence are required
to maintain contact with the company.
It is your responsibility to claim social welfare and you must submit the social welfare cheques to
the company when you receive them. If you fail to do so, you will be excluded from further benefit
in the scheme and the monies owed to the company must be repaid in full.
The sick pay scheme will not cover absences relating to traffic accidents, substance abuse, sporting
accidents, injuries occurred in another employment or while carrying out work elsewhere (e.g.
family farm, home DIY etc.)

Each company will generally have the same rules attached to the sick pay scheme to formalise it as
much as feasibly possible.
PATNERNITY/MATERNITY LEAVE PAYMENT
The Paternity Leave and Benefit Act 2016 provided for the amendments to the Social Welfare Acts to
provide a new social welfare payment to be known as Paternity Benefit. The employee contacts their
local Department of Social Protection Office regarding qualification for such payments. There is no
service requirement to avail of Paternity Leave i.e. it is based on an employees stamps. The Company
has no obligation to pay for any part of Paternity Leave. However, as an additional benefit many
companies pay a top up payment.
Suggestions of payments are as below:
 will pay the first three days
 a top up payment to meet the normal weekly pay for week one of Paternity Leave.
 a top up payment to meet the normal weekly pay for two weeks of Paternity Leave.
If the Company decided to give a payment associated with Paternity Leave then there would have to
be a similar payment for Maternity Leave to avoid a case or query re: equality in the workplace.

HEALTH & WELLBEING
LIFE ASSURANCE COVER
All employees could be offered inclusion into the Company’s Life Assurance Scheme once they have
successfully completed a specific period of service. Usually this is over a 12 month period or perhaps
upon passing probation or achieving a permanent contract. Different insurance providers of such
services will have different terms and conditions for example for employees with less than 2 years’
service, the cover requires medical confirmation from the employee and permission to contact their
doctor.
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MEDICAL EXPENSES
The Company could offer to provide a scheme to assist with general medical expenses after one
years’ service.
MEDICAL INSURANCE
Companies aiming for the holy grail of benefits offer private medical insurance which is discounted
via the main health providers in Ireland – VHI, Laya, Aviva etc. This benefits is a large cost saving to
employees with families and can make or break an offer of employment.
SUBSIDED CANTEEN/ FREE FOOD
Google on Dublin’s Barrow Street was one of the first tech firms to famously provide free food, three
meals a day, plus unlimited snacks.
CONFIDENTIAL EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME
There are times when employees need extra support to balance the demands of everyday life both at
work and home. To help support employees The HR Suite have a confidential Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP) available for you as an employer to offer to your Company.
This service is delivered by an independent, provider of employee support services. Their staff are
specialists in fields such as well-being, family matters, relationship issues, debt management,
consumer rights, and much more. The EAP is paid for by the Company as a support service for
employees, so that it’s free of charge for them to use. It’s available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week,
365 days a year and is accessible by phone, email and online.
The EAP can provide your employees with practical information, fact sheets and packs, resource
information on support services in your local area and even short-term face to face or telephone
counselling to help get them back on track. The comprehensive EAP website offers extensive resources
including articles, interactive tools and regular online seminars. The EAP is designed to help employees
with a wide range of work, family and personal issues. Confidentiality is the foundation of the service
and Workplace Options is bound by professional standards regarding confidentiality and the
disclosure of details of individuals who have contacted them.
The EAP also provides Manager Assist for anyone in a management, team leader or supervisory role
to provide information and support on any subject which is impacting upon you, an individual or your
team. Manager Assist can be used as a sounding board for talking through concerns you have about
an individual, or for guidance on people management issues.
The EAP service is based on number of employees therefore if you would like a quote please contact
the office.
VDU SCREENING
Employees have the right to an eye and eyesight test before taking up work if it is habitual work with
a VDU as well as at regular intervals thereafter.
As part of its commitment to the wellbeing of continual users of Visual Display Units, the Company
may offer access to specific VDU eye screening. Every employee who habitually uses a VDU as a
significant part of normal work has a right to opt for an appropriate eye test and an eyesight test which
must be made available and paid for by the employer.
A doctor or optometrist can carry this out. It may also be carried out by a person (including a nurse)
trained to use a vision-screening machine. The person operating the machine must know when to
refer employees who do not pass the eyesight tests at the screening level to a doctor or optometrist.
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Many companies liase with an Optician in sourcing the best discounts to offer this VDU screening in
house.
At consultancy group Accenture, they offer employees a number of wellness benefits including free
health assessments and provide a contribution towards eyesight testing and toward the cost of
lenses.
More information is available on the HAS website:
http://www.hsa.ie/eng/Workplace_Health/Manual_Handling_Display_Screen_Equipment/FAQs/Dis
play_Screen_Equipment_FAQs/Display_Screen_Equipment1.html
FLU VACCINATIONS
Some Companies offer voluntary flu vaccinations in an attempt to ensure the promotion of health and
wellbeing in the workplace at all times. This is a large benefit to those who work in large ventilated
workplaces as flu can spread quickly amongst work colleagues. This benefit is most apparent in health
industries such as those who work in hospitals etc.
Each flu season employees across the country either call in sick which results in a loss of productivity,
or worse, show up sick and pass the sickness on to other employees in the workplace. An ever
increasing number of companies are realising that providing their employees with the flu vaccine is
good business. This initiative helps keep employees healthy which results in a reduction in the number
of sick days lost over the autumn and winter months.
Vaccination programmes can be sourced through local providers or alternatively larger companies
such as Healthwatch.ie.

MONETARY BENEFITS
BONUS
Bonuses are one of the main perks of working for Intel in Ireland, with an annual performance bonus,
a quarterly profit bonus and a factory excellence bonus on offer to employees. The annual
performance bonus programme, which is based on the company’s annual performance, add to each
employee’s cash compensation, while the factory excellence bonus rewards factory employees for
operational excellence and meeting desired business goals. The quarterly profit bonus directly
connects Intel employees to the quarterly profits of the company. Through this bonus, Intel shares its
profits with employees by paying a cash bonus four times a year.
This option may not be a feasible option for many companies however bonus incentives based on both
individual and company performance are the way forward for many companies where competition
for good staff is stiff. If this is an option it is advised that there is a strict performance management
system in place with SMART goals and targets.
SHARE OPTIONS
Intel runs a stock programme, whereby most employees have the opportunity to own company stock,
and a stock purchase plan which allows them to buy shares at a discount through payroll deductions.
Employees can allocate between two and five per cent of their eligible pay to the programme. Stock
is then purchased at 85 per cent of the market price.
FLEXIBLE WORKING
The modern day worker looks for companies that not only offer a good compensation package but
one that can provide flexibility in line with a work life balance.
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Many Companies consider suitable flexible working patterns for their organisation which appeal to a
broad range of employees. Options can include personalised hours, home-working, job sharing, selfrostering, shift working and term-time working.
These options would be specific to business requirements i.e. if a role requires the employee to be on
site to meet clients that drop in rather than scheduled meetings then term time working or part time
working may not be feasible.
Diageo and Microsoft offer flexible working hours, with many employees working from home one day
per week. The Companies also have family days where staff can bring their kids to an event on site.
Microsoft often facilitate an Easter egg hunt, or Santa at Christmas time to promote families in the
workplace and their embracing of the same via work practices.
TECHNOLOGY PERKS
It’s commonly known that perks are a hallmark of working for technology companies. For example
Microsoft’s Irish operations are no exception – their 1,200 staff were given a free Surface tablet
and Nokia smartphone in 2015. This is the benchmark for larger companies. However, smaller
companies struggle to compete. Technology perks can include laptops for use outside of work, mobile
phone benefits, tablets, Sat Navigation Systems etc.
DRY CLEANING DROP & COLLECT FACILITIES
Many Companies offer dry cleaning services for organisations that have employees who are client
facing i.e. accountants, sales representatives etc. The Companies arrange for a local [or regional] dry
cleaning drop and collect facility every two weeks or as much as you deem necessary.
EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS
Many large companies have sourced employee discounts for their employees to avail of including [but
not limited to] car insurance, AA membership, driving lessons and health and beauty etc. At
consultancy group Accenture, an employee discount programme is in place, offering a range of
discounts to workers for shops, events, restaurants and fitness centre memberships.

TRAVEL
TRAVEL INSURANCE
Googlers [employees from Google] can travel without worries as employees and their families are
covered with travel insurance and emergency assistance - even on personal holidays. This is a large
benefits but dependent on the composition of your workplace this may be an interesting benefit for
employees. For example for younger workforces this would be of benefit whereas flexible working
may be of more interest to employees with families etc.
CAR PARKING
This may seem like a normal benefit but in large cities with parking costs, the threat of clamping and
walking distance to work it is an indispensable perk. Car parking facilities could be provided for by the
Company. This is a significant benefit to vehicle users. However it is important to note that Company
is not responsible for any damage to cars or property contained within. It is advisable to ensure that
any car registration details are included in a set database to the Intranet on commencement of
employment
TAX SAVER COMMUTER TICKETS
Introduced by the Government in 1999, Taxsaver incentivises people to use public transport to and
from work. As a gesture of goodwill large companies provide staff members with this facility of
obtaining tax saver tickets for travel to and from work. The Company can register the Company for
Taxsaver on taxsaver.ie. The cost is deducted directly from the individual employee’s salary, and the
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employee gets to save between 29% and 52% on the regular price, depending on ticket type and their
tax band. More information is available at:
https://www.taxsaver.ie/Commuters/

WORK RELATED
PROFESSIONAL SUBSRCIPTIONS
For professional organisation the Company can meet the cost of one annual subscription to
professional bodies where membership is relevant to the job the employee completes. For example
those in larger property management companies such as Savill’s may offer a subscription to Irish
Property Developer Magazine or HR professionals to CIPD on a yearly basis.
CLUBS & SOCITIES / SPORTS & SOCIAL CLUB
Many companies place a large emphasis on the engagement of employees which in turn ensures
compliance with company culture and integrates employees into the work environment. With that in
mind many companies offer a wide range of clubs and societies to promote mental and physical
wellbeing via employee engagement. Some companies start Sports and Social Clubs with activities
such as team outings, surfing, cookery, golf, sailing, photography, rugby tournaments.
SERVICE AWARDS
The purpose of introducing benefits is to ensure that employees are attracted and remain with the
Company over other competitors. Long service awards recognise and place value on the contribution
made by each employee to the success of the business.
With this in mind, companies have introduced Service Awards to recognise and reward employees
who have completed valuable years of service within the Company.
The awards can be as follows [higher or lower dependent on what your business decides]:
 3 years’ service:
A gift to the value of €300
 5 years’ service:
A gift to the value of €700
 10 years’ service:
A gift to the value of €1,600
Service awards above 10 years could be issued at 5 year intervals and comprise of the 10 year
service award and an additional gesture of appreciation.
REFER A FRIEND PROGRAMME
To save on recruitment costs and to promote positive word of mouth advertising many companies
offer incentive scheme for referrals. Many Companies regularly advertise open positions and for all
publically advertised roles, input from employees to refer a friend should be welcomed and rewarded.
Where an existing employee (who has completed the relevant qualifying period for employee benefits
i.e. one year service, or perhaps passed probation) introduces a new employee to the company for
one of these publically advertised roles by directly passing their CV to the relevant person, incentives
could be given. This would have to be a standardised policy to ensure it is made available to all
employees in a similar manner.
As a token of appreciation to the existing employees the below is often offered via additional
payments:



Once the referred employee has completed 3 months service, a gross payment of €500
will be made to the existing employee who made the referral.
Once the referred employee has been made permanent, a further gross payment of €500
will be paid to the existing employee who made the referral.
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SOCIAL CORPORATE CARE
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
There are many ways companies can get behind the causes they care about and make meaningful
change in local communities. These incentives boosts contributions and encourage employees to
exceed their company’s philanthropic goals, while giving time/money/publicity to charities/charitable
causes.
Matching charity donations is one benefit which has become popular in many industries. If employees
raise €50 for a charity close to their heart then the company would match the €50.
Many Companies participate in charity runs such as the Cork Women’s Mini Marathon or the Run in
the Dark for charity and ask employees to be involved. Not only does this raise funds for charities but
it can improve teamwork and employee engagement. In addition, it can boost public image and be
placed on social media outlets. One client recently asked employees to vote on a charity to be the
charity of the year for 2016 in the office and all funds raised go to that charity i.e. the Mini Marathon
raised €1,500 which was matched by the Company so the charity received €3,000 that year.
Employee giving programs not only boost your public image but can attract future employees who
want to work in a charitable environment. These programs come in different shapes and sizes, and
reward volunteering as well as monetary contributions. For example Diageo match any money that
employees raise for charity. If anybody raises money for charity, the Company will match that amount
up to €1,000. In 2013 the Company gave €1m to charities in Ireland, with most of it going to charities
that employees are involved in.
Staff members should be encouraged throughout the year to engage in charitable events.

EXAMPLES
Google: Free breakfast, lunch, and snacks, and access to Google gym and fitness classes. Most
employees can choose a Macbook, Chromebook, or Windows laptop and some are supplied with the
latest Google phones and tablets.
Skype: “Excellent pay, excellent training, excellent equipment, excellent colleagues, true autonomy.”
– Engineering lead (London). Extra perks: Flexible working hours, "swanky offices" and good
healthcare and pension plans.
Facebook: “Smart people to work with, great benefits (free food for breakfast, lunch and dinner), a
healthy work environment and an amazing working culture" – Facebook, internet marketing analyst
(London). Extra perks: Gym allowance and business class travel.
More information available here: http://uk.businessinsider.com/14-tech-companies-best-employeebenefits-uk-2015-9/#11-newvoicemedia-4

IMPLICATION OF TAXES
Revenue.ie has a full breakdown of PAYE and PRSI implications for many benefits.
http://www.revenue.ie/en/tax/it/leaflets/benefit-in-kind/other.html#section5

CONTACT THE HR SUITE
As with all of the above if you are introducing into your business any benefits should be stated in
both the contract [mentioned] and in the Company handbook/policies and procedures [in full].
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If advertising for a role – it would be important to mention that there is an extensive benefits
package to encourage potential employees to apply.
CONTACT THE HR SUITE:
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact our office on 066-7102887 and we would
be happy to deal with your query.
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